
 

Hi, Beal Students and Families! 

The schedule below will help you with your daily work.  Have fun learning! 

Remote Learning Lessons for Grade: 5 

Week of April 13 
English Language Arts  

 
Tasks: Monday Tuesday Wednesda

y 
Thursday Friday 

Readin
g 

Read the 
articles 
“Welcome to 
Treehouse 
School” and 
“Life in the 
Limbs.” 
Answer the 
three multiple 
choice 
questions 
about the text. 

Reread the articles. “Welcome to Treehouse 
School” and “Life in the Limbs. Complete the main 
ideas/ supporting details graphic organizer. 

Read the 

article 

“More 

Backyards 

these days 

have bigger 

and fancier 

tree 

houses.”  

Compare 

these 

“elaborate” 

tree houses 

to the other 

ones that 

Read the 
story “The 

Tree 
House.”  

How does 
this story 
different 
from the 

other 
articles 

read this 
week.   

Design a modern day treehouse.  You 

can use whatever materials you have 

available, including computer resources.  

OR 

Write a story where someone creates a 

tree house and an adventure that they 

have. 



you have 

read about 

this week. 

Create a 

venn 

diagram to 

display your 

ideas.  

Word 
Work 

Look at these 
voacbulary 
words. Smug, 
hideous, 
burrow, 
misconception
, fester, 
perturb, 
gumption, 
eradicate. 
 Try to 
determine the 
meaning of 
each word by 
using a variety 
of strategies, 
including 
context, 
reference 
materials, and 
your 
understanding 
about parts of 
words.  

  

Play one of the vocabulary games on Quizlet. 
https://quizlet.com/_8aio88?x=1qqt&i=105wq

e  

Find 
synonyms 
for each 
word.   

 

Find 
antonyms 
for each 
word.   

 
 

Create a short riddle for one of the 

words.  Post it on padlet. 

https://padlet.com/croninc/oyfyqinaopp

u  

Make sure to leave your name at the 

top. 

https://quizlet.com/_8aio88?x=1qqt&i=105wqe
https://quizlet.com/_8aio88?x=1qqt&i=105wqe
https://padlet.com/croninc/oyfyqinaoppu
https://padlet.com/croninc/oyfyqinaoppu


Writing Develop a 
graphic 

organizer for 
either an 

explanation 
of either the 
benefits to 

going to 
school in a 

treehouse or 
the 

disadvantage
s to going to 
school in a 
treehouse.  
You can use 
either the 

text or 
background 
knowledge. 

Use your graphic organizer to write a strong 
beginning for your writing piece.  Try to kick it 

off with either a question, quotation, or a 
strong statement. 

Create 
details that 
build off of 
each other 

for your 
piece. Be 

sure to use 
transition 
phrases to 
help your 

reader 
understand 

that you 
are moving 

to your 
next detail.  

Create a 
conclusio

n that 
gives your 

reader 
closure 

and closes 
up your 
piece.  

Reread 
your 
piece 

does it 
make 

sense?  
What can 
you add 
or take 
away 

from it to 
clarify it 
for your 
readers? 

Edit your piece for spelling, grammar 

and punctuation. Then share it with me 

to get your feedback! 

 
Students who have access to i-Ready should complete at least 45 minutes and pass 1 lesson. 

 

 
 
Math    
When solving problems on Padlet, click on the link in the box for the day and read the directions/problem to solve.  Respond by clicking the + sign.  Always remember 
to leave your name when you are done and check back for feedback from me. Thursday and Friday problems can be solved on a word document and shared 

with me .  If you need help, you can send me a message on unified classroom. Check IREADY for teacher assigned IREADY. 



    

 

 
Tasks: Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Learni
ng 

Activit
y 

5NF6  
Solve real 

world 
problems 
involving 

multiplicati
on of 
mixed 

numbers 

https://padlet.com/facchinij/ilcq9

y6avth915j6 

 

Explain how to multiply ½ X 2 ¾ 

without changing 2 ¾ into an 

improper fraction. Answer in the 

Padlet link 

 

Remember to put your name on 

your Padlet responses and read the 

question carefully.  Check back to 

see my feedback. 

 

Create a Padlet Problem 

 

https://padlet.com/facchinij/yk4ba

wzoldh50lng 
 

Remember to put your name on your 

Padlet responses and read the 

question carefully.  Check back to 

see my feedback. 
 

What is the missing question? 

Solve the Padlet problem 

 

 

https://padlet.com/facchinij/mrxe

4t1ozas9af0l 

 

Remember to put your name on your 

Padlet responses and read the 

question carefully.  Check back to 

see my feedback. 

 

Problems to 

solve on a 

word 

document 

 

See 

attached 

 

 

 

 

 

Problems 

to solve on 

a word 

document 

 

See 

attached 

Fluenc
y 

Practi
ce 

Multiplication.com 

15 minutes of division or multiplication 

practice 

Multiplication.com 15 minutes of division or 

multiplication practice 

Multiplication.com 

15 minutes of division or multiplication 

practice 

Multiplicatio

n.com 15 

minutes of 

division or 

multiplication 

practice 

Multiplicatio

n.com 

15 minutes of 

division or 

multiplication 

practice 

 
 Students who have access to I-Ready should complete at least 45 minutes and pass 1 lesson. 

https://padlet.com/facchinij/ilcq9y6avth915j6
https://padlet.com/facchinij/ilcq9y6avth915j6
https://padlet.com/facchinij/yk4bawzoldh50lng
https://padlet.com/facchinij/yk4bawzoldh50lng
https://padlet.com/facchinij/mrxe4t1ozas9af0l
https://padlet.com/facchinij/mrxe4t1ozas9af0l


Read the articles below.  Then answer the questions that follow.
Paired Texts - Life in the Limbs; Welcome to Tree House School

by

Life in the Limbs

by Heather Kaufman-Peters

1 Imagine stepping out your front door to find yourself 40 feet above the ground overlooking a dense forest 
and a winding stream. Instead of hopping on your bike, you grab the handles of your very own zipline and fly 
1000 yards over a pond, landing safely on the far bank.

2 Sound crazy? Not to Jonathan Fairoaks, who lives in a four-story tree house that he designed and built! In 
fact, as a tree house architect, Jonathan has built more than 380 custom tree houses across the United States.

3 Jonathan's love of tree-house living began when he was a kid. He started climbing trees when he was 10 
years old, and he became an arborist (a person who cares for trees) in high school. He built his first tree house 
and lived in it while he was in college.

4 "It was delightful—like being on a ship because it moved with the wind," Jonathan says. "It was the most 
fun I ever had."

5 Designing unique tree houses may sound tough, but Jonathan says it's no sweat. "I let the trees decide the 
designs," he says. "Hardwoods such as oak, maple, or hickory make the best trees for houses—but I did once 
build a wonderful tree house in a crabapple tree.”

6 "If you want a bigger tree house than the tree can support," he adds, "you can use braces. My tree house is 
in two trees—an oak and a fir—and has three posts to support the weight."

7 As a certified arborist, Jonathan tries to never harm the trees.

8 "I build a tree house so it helps the tree," he says. "The tree's center of gravity is at the top and the ends of 
its branches, so I build a house down at the center of the tree, which shifts the center of gravity and makes the 
tree more balanced."

9 Using a special drill bit, he attaches artificial limbs to the tree to support the tree house.

10 "The tree grows over the artificial limbs, and they become part of the tree," Jonathan says. "I suspend the 
house on the artificial limbs so it actually floats."

11 The tree house is not the only thing suspended in Jonathan's designs. His tree houses always have swings. 
"Swings are a great way to enjoy the tree," he explains. For live-in tree houses he installs porch swings, and 
for kids' tree houses he puts up monkey swings (a rope with a round seat).

12 Jonathan also likes tree houses that overlook streams or rivers and include stained-glass windows to catch 
the sun's rays. But the most fun tree house designs he ever constructed were inspired by a galaxy far, far away.



13 "I've done several Ewok Villages," he says, "with ziplines and bridges to other trees and rope swings. 
Those were fun to build!"

14 When designing a tree house, the sky's the limit according to Jonathan.

15 "Let your imagination run wild," he says. "Walk in the woods and learn the different trees. Spend time 
climbing and learn how to do it safely."

16 Jonathan also encourages his clients to give their tree houses names. One of his favorite names is "Ups and 
Downs."

Here's some more about living in the limbs! Read this interview with the tree house expert Pete Nelson.

WELCOME TO TREE-HOUSE SCHOOL

17 Hey, kids! Jack here. Feeling inspired to design your own tree house? Here’s some advice from Pete 
Nelson, who runs TreeHouse Workshop, a treehouse-building school. He’s built tree houses across the United 
States—and in far-away countries such as Japan and Morocco, too!

18 What would you include in your dream tree house?Jack: 

19 : It would have windows everywhere but enough wall space for a favorite painting or two and a shelf Pete
for books. It would have a comfortable bed with lots of pillows, a writing desk, and a comfortable reading 
chair with a good light. Maybe a coffee maker and a tiny sink. And maybe a tiny bathroom, too!

20 : Do books or movies ever give your customers ideas?Jack

21 : We often get asked to recreate the tree house from Pete The Swiss Family Robinson.

22 : How do you determine the shape of a tree house?Jack

23 : The trees will  how a floor plan lays out. Often these are unusual shapes. My tree houses tend Pete dictate
to be square because it is less expensive to build square. If someone has all the time in the world to design a 
tree house, then I would make it wacky and fun!

24 : Any crazy extras to include?Jack

25 : I have added fun stuff like water balloon launchers!Pete

26  Do you name your tree houses?Jack

27 : We name them all the time: “Babylon,” “The Temple of the Blue Moon,” “Trillium,” “Solace,” Pete
“Uppermost,” and many more.

28 Now get bus and draw up plans for your own tree house!



 2 Which phrase helps the reader understand the meaning of ? (paragraph 23)dictate

"recreate the tree house"(A) 

"determine the shape"(B) 

"is less expensive to build"(C) 

"has all the time in the world"(D) 

 1 What is the meaning of the word  as it is used in paragraph 23?dictate

hint(A) 

fix(B) 

understand(C) 

decide(D) 



 4 : Which idea is found in both the article about Fairoaks and the sidebar about Nelson?Part A Question

 3 Choose the two main ideas from  and rewrite them to the empty box labeled "Main Ideas" in Table 1
Then choose one detail that best supports each main idea. Rewrite each detail in the empty box Table 2. 

labeled “Supporting Details.”



This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

More backyards these days have bigger and
fancier tree houses

(From left) Lexi Goodman, 10, Lucas Goodman, 8, and Devin Goodman, 14, play in their tree house in their backyard in Sparks, Maryland,
June 6, 2016. It took about four months for their father, Barrett Goodman, to build the tree house, which was finished in October 2010. Lloyd
Fox/Baltimore Sun/TNS

SPARKS, Md. — Lexi, Lucas and Devin Goodman climb up the staircase. They go through a

trapdoor into every kid's dream room. The walls are painted white, and their names are in red,

yellow and blue letters. There are several of their colorful handprints on the walls.

Yet in the middle of the room, there is the trunk of a large oak tree.

It is their very own tree house. Built in the shape of an octagon, it is 12 feet in the air. It is hard to

believe that it all started with their father’s sketch on a paper napkin.

Their dad, Barrett Goodman, remembered his own childhood tree house. He decided to build one

for his children.

“I enjoyed it when I was growing up,” he said. “I decided we’d build it all together.”

Tree Houses Are Fancier

By Baltimore Sun, adapted by Newsela staff on 07.01.16
Word Count 642
Level 730L



This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Tree houses these days are different from when Goodman was a kid.

There has been an increase in tree house building in the past five years, said Tanya Breck. She

works at Tree Top Builders in Pennsylvania.

People do not just make tree houses on their own anymore with some wood and nails. Some

people now hire companies to create fancy ones. Tree houses cost from $10,000 to nearly

$100,000 for big fancy ones with water and electricity.

The newest thing is building tree houses to rent out to overnight guests. However, Breck said that

most people are still building tree houses for their own children and families.

The Goodman family built their dream tree house over four months in 2010. It has a recycled

plastic roof, five windows, two doorbells and a front door. There also are two hammocks on the

inside. Outside, there is a tire swing and a “milk and cookie” zip line. This is a bucket on a set of

wires that sends treats from their home to the tree house.

“We just like to hang out,” said Lexi, who is sitting in a hammock inside the tree house. She is 10

years old.

Sometimes there are bugs, said her brother, Lucas. Her other brother, Devin, said that they have

seen squirrels. Devin is 14 and Lucas is 8.

"Coolest Thing In The World"

Goodman said they hired Tree Top and the tree house cost between $20,000 and $25,000 to

build.

The kids “use it every time a new friend comes over,” Goodman said. “That’s when it’s really the

coolest thing in the world.”

The tree house has survived a couple of hurricanes, he said. “It was a lot of fun to build with the

kids. It’s something they certainly won’t forget.”

Ken Kinard and his family built a tree house in Maryland, seven years ago.

Kinard’s son Benjamin was 6 at the time. He wanted to learn about building.

Their tree house includes hammocks, a yellow slide and electrical lights inside.

The Kinards used two large trees in the backyard. They linked one tree to the other with a wooden

bridge. Their tree house can be reached by a rope ladder.

It took them nearly three years to build it. They worked on the weekends and in their spare time,

Kinard said. Summertime sleepovers followed soon after.

“It’s a prime spot for imagination,” Kinard said.

Bugs Or Not, It's Still Fun

The Kinards said goodbye to the tree house when they sold their home in 2012. Kinard said it was

popular with people who came to look at their house.

“Who wouldn’t want such a tree house?" he said. "It was the envy of the neighborhood children.”



This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Now the tree house belongs to the Mindel family.

This tree house has bugs, said Harrison Mindel, who is 5 years old. "If you don’t bother them, then

they won’t bother you,” he yelled one evening not too long ago. Then he slid down the curvy slide.



The Tree House

The Tree House
by Jaclyn Einis

Billy gripped tightly as he reached for the next wood plank. Each step was nailed into the large oak 
tree about one foot above the last. But, near the top, they thinned out with gaps left where some of 
the old, rotting pieces had fallen off.

Billy struggled to the top and pulled himself into the tree house, bringing down a wall of spider webs 
with his face as he entered. Swatting and spitting the webs away, he glanced around. He had 
psyched himself up for something big and felt simultaneously relieved and disappointed to find a 
boring, empty room. No pile of gold, no skeletons, no lavish bed. 

He sat down and let his legs swing outside the open doorway, sending tingles of fear up his body like 
the top of a rollercoaster hill. He spotted Gramps' house through the trees. Every time Billy visited his 
grandfather, he would go exploring the first chance he had. Gramps lived only a few hours' drive from 
New York City, but his mossy surroundings felt a world away from Billy's apartment.

It was getting dark earlier, and Billy was surprised to see the sun already starting to set. His stomach 
grumbled for dinner, confirming that he'd lost track of time. A faded oriental rug sat at the center of the 
room. The floorboards creaked as Billy stepped to the rug, touching its intricate pattern. It was oddly 
warm for a rug up in a chilly tree house.

He started to walk across the rug, but suddenly his knees went weak, his stomach flew to the sky, 
and his scream got lost in his throat. By the time he understood he was falling, that the surrounding 

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



The Tree House

blackness wasn't the nighttime air, but the inside of a hollow tree, he had landed.

How Billy didn't break his arms, legs, and neck was a mystery to him, but it felt more like he'd landed 
on a cloud covered in tufts of grass than on a hard forest floor. His eyes adjusted to the dark, and he 
slowly rose. As he reached out to touch the bark in front of him, it disappeared.

He was back in the forest, but now it was bathed in a golden light, and the autumn foliage was once 
again green. Something scurried past, brushing up against Billy's foot. Billy gasped, and the critter 
stopped. A chipmunk! he thought. Just a normal, adorable chipmunk. Maybe he'd fallen asleep 
outside, and the whole tree house thing had just been a strange dream.

The chipmunk turned around and winked. If this was a dream, it was not over. The chipmunk nodded 
its head toward the right, looking directly at Billy, before scampering off in the same direction. Without 
thinking, Billy followed the chipmunk between pine trees, under and over fallen trunks, through an 
archway of leaves, and into a majestic meadow underground.

Billy's new friend joined a group of chipmunks up on a branch. Something poked his hip.

"An elf!" Billy exclaimed, looking wide-eyed at the bearded figure below.

"Excuse me?" the little man asked, pulling down his pointed hat, which had nearly fallen off as he 
tipped his head up in horror.

"Sorry, that was rude. Hello, I'm Billy."

"And I'm a gnome, not an elf! Can't you see?"

Billy looked at the little man's pointed shoes. They seemed pretty elf-like to him.  Then he recalled 
one of the bedtime stories Gramps used to tell him when he was younger about the people who lived 
underground. Gnomes lived underground. Elves stayed above ground.

"Right!" Billy said, "You're a gnome. Clearly."

Tiny cheers erupted all around him, and Billy realized he was surrounded by gnomes.

"The name's Gruff," said the gnome, shaking three of Billy's fingers with a strong grip. "Now, we don't 
have much time. Tie these together," he said, handing Billy a dandelion and bright green leaves with 
long stems.

Billy tied the flower and leaf stems together, while Gruff and a few other gnomes continued the chain, 
forming a small circle of flowers and leaves.

"It's ready. Kneel down," Gruff said.

Billy complied, and Gruff placed the crown on his head. Billy still felt clueless, but he was enjoying the 
mystery of it all.

"Thanks," Billy said. "Now what?"

"Now it's time for you to go. Just know that these flowers will never wilt and these leaves will never 
crumble. On the days when life feels boring and gray, let this crown be a reminder that the world is full 
ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



The Tree House

of surprises."

Billy loved his present. As he leaned in to give Gruff a hug, the gnomes knocked him into a pile of 
leaves. His whole body was sucked into the pile like dust into a vacuum. There was a flash of black, a 
warm softness hugging his body, and then the feeling of cold, wet leaves beneath him.

He was back in the forest. It had rained, but he was dry. He looked up. This was the tree he had 
climbed, but there was no ladder, no tree house. Billy stumbled back to Gramps' house, where 
Gramps was putting dinner on the table. 

"You're back!" he smiled, "And just in time for dinner."

Billy scratched his head, realizing the crown was still there. Gramps was staring right at it. His smile 
widened. "Make sure you don't climb trees in the rain, Billy. It can be very dangerous."

ReadWorks.org · © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



The Tree House - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What does Billy do every time he visits his grandfather?

A. He visits the tree house.

B. He visits gnomes.

C. He goes exploring.

D. He cooks dinner for his grandfather.

2. Where does the beginning of the story take place?

A. Billy's apartment in New York City

B. a mystical meadow in the middle of the woods

C. the inside of a tree house near Gramps' house

D. underground, inside a magical tree

3. In the passage, the tree house's rotting pieces of wood, spider webs, and a fading 

rug are described. Based on this evidence, what conclusion can be made?

A. The tree house is old.

B. The tree house is magical.

C. The tree house is high up in the tree.

D. The tree house was built by Gramps.

4. Billy feels relieved when he enters the tree house and sees a boring, empty room. 

What conclusion can be made from this?

A. Billy had been in the tree house before.

B. Billy was a little scared about what he might find.

C. Billy hoped to find something more interesting.

D. Billy was convinced that the tree house would be magical.

5. What is this story mostly about?

A. Billy's disappointment over finding nothing in the tree house

B. Billy's eagerness to find treasure

C. Billy's adventure in an underground world

D. Billy's relationship with his grandfather

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



The Tree House - Comprehension Questions

6. Read the following sentence: "He was back in the forest, but now it was bathed in a 

golden light, and the autumn foliage was once again green."

As used in the passage, what word could best replace foliage?

A. plant leaves

B. forest floor

C. animals

D. lakes and rivers

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Billy followed a chipmunk into a meadow _________ meeting a bearded gnome.

A. initially

B. instead

C. after

D. before

8. How does Billy return home from the majestic meadow?

9. What evidence supports the conclusion that Gramps knows about the tree house and 

magical underground world of the gnomes?

10. Gruff tells Billy that the crown should "be a reminder that the world is full of 

surprises." How does the story illustrate the message that the world is full of surprises? 

Use information from the story to support your answer.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Name: Date:
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INFORMATIONAL WRITING 
GRAPHIC ORGANIZER: Plan your 
informative piece by filling out the graphic organizer.

Topic Sentence

Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Concluding Sentence

Details/Evidence

Details/Evidence

Details/Evidence

© 2007 - 2020 Education.com
Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources



Thursday word problems.  Solve and share your word document with me.  

 

1.  Lily plants 3 trees for a wall mural.  The middle tree is 2 ½ feet tall. The tree on the left is ¾ as 

tall as the middle tree.  The tree on the right is 1 ¾ times as tall as the middle tree.  How tall is 

each tree?   

Solve the problem 

Show your equations 

Write a clear explanation of how you solved the problem 

Don’t forget labels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. A glass can hold 3 1/3 cups of water.  A bowl can hold 2 3/5 times the amount in the glass.  How 

many cups can a bowl hold? 

Solve the problem 

Show your equation 

Write a clear explanation of how you solved the problem 

Don’t forget labels. 

 



Friday word problems.  Solve and share your word document with me.  

 

1.  Jake can carry 6 ¼ pounds of wood in from the barn.  His father can carry 1 5/7 times as much 

wood as Jake.  How many pounds can Jake’s father carry? 

Solve the problem 

Show your equations 

Write a clear explanation of how you solved the problem 

Don’t forget labels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. On Saturday Alyssa ran ¾ mile. On Sunday, she ran 2 ½ times as far as on Saturday. How far did 

Alyssa run on Sunday? 

  

Solve the problem 

Show your equation 

Write a clear explanation of how you solved the problem 

Don’t forget labels. 

 


